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Miss Maud Powell played-in Boston, Jan. 6-h.
■ J
_
Miss Neally Stevens is concertizing in the Southern
‘ t« ■
Rubinstein will visit America next season and give
concert!
Clementine De Vere sang with the Chicago Orchesra last month
n......
r.i recently gave v*
„„
Carlyle r>r.™»oT,
rETERSiLEA
his rourth lecture*
,
v &
euital ’Af
of toe season.

,Pat” SaV® £wo. °Fe.Tatic
and 20ih. One or her earliest
soprano in Rossini’s *• Moses in E
d6l at was ir * I icia di La nmer
The dedication of the Columbi
will commence Oct. 11th, 1892,
daya/
music, and Mr. E. A. McDowell
A. N. Johnson, a well-known
r,
died
. . in
, New Milford,.Conn.,i on t
st, • . le age
>. eutj ton .
Mue. Panny Blooureld-Zeihler played at a Mikisch thirty-six books for instruction
oneert ir Irookiyn
mgl base and jtiurch music

A. MaoDowell is giving a series of piano recitalB in
The Kansas M.'T. A. held its
’flickering Hall, Boston.
worth, Dec. 29th and 80th. “ T
w.T,,~r T- , „nr.D„n •
,r
Societies,” “ What is Classical
lie’s Concerts in New York.
’n
versities ’ ’ were Among the topic
Leopold Godowski is giving a series of piano recitals
,t Chickering Hall, New York.
After a triumphal tourn6e
, °in.
,
_ .
,
.
Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati
Handel s
Messiah was heard in nearly every city Philadelphia, Paderewski return

;

. FOREIGN

Von Bdlow was sixty-one on
Caul Goldmark has written
violoncello.

Cellier, the composer of lig
don recently.

A, triple monument to Hay
ven w be em t > i in I erlin

Otto Hegner has been playin
cities this winter and with great
Edward Grieg celebrated the
of his first concert recently,,at C

“ Lohengrin” is popular in P
performances having brought in

■, Mr. and Mas.' George Hq
this SBkfttnfcry and’give a s’erfeb of

Ques —-1 What vocal studies would you recommend
for a pn’pil who has finished “ Bassini’s Education of the
Voice”?
2. ,In a piece that I am playing there is a bracket runninglrom one staJF to riie next,.enclosing the notes of
an extended chord. What does it mean ?—a reader.
next grade as to difficulty is beBt met by
Bordogni, 2252 a and 2253 a, etCrs E ition.
2.^ he bracket that yon speat-of s ows t at the notes
oft e sta are to be p ayed with the same hand, or, m
ot er wor s, t e compete c or is written on both
staves an t e same an p ayb it comp ete.
Ques.— * * * In the fifth study of “Melody Playfbr'the^el^enfh bar says,°“ipiay\he^gracet^iH)te,<onnthe
beat;”- Does this mean also to give .it half the time of
the next note? I have always taught that the principal
note was Btruck on the beat.
e. e. m. von g.
Ans.—No. You confuse the acciacatura and the
appoggiatura. The latter takeB half the length of the
principal note. In the case you mention the grace note
has a stroke through it, which is never the case with the
appoggiatura. Look at any standard work and see what
it says about the matter.*^ It would take a whole page of
Tde Etude to do the subject scant justice. In regard
to playing the single grace note, mordente, and other embellishments on the beat or before the beat, authorities
differ. If you have always taught that grace notes, mordentes, etc., are played before the.beat, continue to do
so until you have good reason to change.
You will
have plenty of good company. The difference between
authorities is amusingly illustrated in the &llegretto from
Beethpven’s “ Seventh-Symphony.” .The two characteristic grace notes are played hy the Boston Symphony
Orchestra 6.rjfore the beat, while the New York Symphony
Orchestra plays the same notes with the beat. Each to
. his own taste.
H. C. M.
_
,
1
* ;
T'Whoever has the earnest will, who does not deny the
spirit, but prefers to developthe human, thinking, primitive mental activity,within him—to him the guiding hand
will.and can be held out wherever he needs it.

Noughts, but a series of half-in
striking passages.
■
These cases, as I said, are ext
two schools usually approach
ty8 But we may say, in genera
,
,
;
i ,
however brilliant and varied
prjncjp]e jB regularity of form a
laws; while in a romantic wo
form may be, that form seem
paramount( and the main imp
Up0n the beauty of the melodic,
details. We see this distinction
concertos and BonataB with B

works are faal,leBB in form> b
does not come from their roun
their sensuoue and emotional qu
Comparing the two classes m
modern- a greater variety and
and rhythm than in the classic
much easier it is to read at firs
Mozart than one by Schumann
complexity was inevitable, even
of any new principle. All gro
the complex, and no further
But there is one prominent tra
which is essentially new. This
beautiful tone effect, or, as we
end and object in itself.
The classic masters did no
mere tone quality, except a
Melody and structure were up
they, drew, we might say, in b
tints ; they cared nothing for
sake. They appealed to the m
.the sensuous pleasure of the ea
harshness, hut that majesty and
which often amazes us in th

, _ , .
. .
reason .much ot their muBic ip
ment for the piano as in its ^or

William Mason. These principles ,1 propose to set forth pare legato is resumed. There
herein for the benefit of young teachers who, as is the playing the' same exercises, esp
usual way, begin teaching with no other guide than a more softly, the very fast forms be
somewhat vague remembrance of the manner in which ble. The influence of this varied
. their o^n early studies wereconducted.
a passage is much greater than o
Mason’s system of pianoforte technics conists of two has not tried it. I have been very
radical elements: (1) A combination of certain types of influence on the playing of certain
exercise; and (2) An extraordinary range of touch and pupils. Their finger running work
speed in the daily practice,'in otHer words & Method of andjmore telling than I had eve
.practice.
before.—Musical Record.
In the matter of exercise forms-he builds upon Four
[Notwithstanding that many of o
types of exercise which he means to have combined in
the practice of every day, from the beginning until the with Mason’s Technics, this artic
end of the practice. These radical forms are: 1. “ Two- so clear that we give it a place in
Anger exercise,” which comes in three radical types of certain thdlf it will be read with i
touch: (a) the clinging pressure (founding the legato this time, in view of the two new
and singing melody playing); (6) the “elastic touch,” by Dr. Mason, just issued by the
• combining a Btrong hand touch with an equally broad nal.—Ed.]
fin et sta( ato (this is h most pc erful instri >< it foi
F0U1-HA1DS PL
strengthening fingers that I have ever used) ; and (c) the
light and fast form, in which there is the least possible
BY CHARLES H. J
hand touch, with a perfectly flaccid1 wrist, combined
" with a touch of the finger as light as" possible. The latI have found in my experience
iter two exercises mutually;complement each other, the
light and faBt form remedying the stiffness which might ductive of excellent results. It
follow the elastic touch if it were not properly succeeded reliance, and at the same time
by something radically different. This combination of rhythm and harmony. The enjoy
tandai ’ sym
■exercises has the/merit of-laying a complete foundation p« rfo mat e of fa
f i phrasing and for i i ghft y rist, • ■ da fore eta re play- is greatly;enhanced by playing
ii ic- It ives 5 wei • ngiiig tone, br adth and at the rangements of them beforehand,
ind raf
; same time a most grateful delicacy, and musical quality faculty i strengtl
a
boy,
while
taking
lessons
of my
of tone. In my judgment' this is the most important
"addition to the apparatus of the piano teacher which has day some new music at Bight, unti
* been made in fifty years by any master. I say this after cient in the art, and can menti
experimenting with it for twenty years, and trying it in younger professional brethren wit
every possible way npon all grades ;bf pupils, from four-hands weekly for years, an
has developed 1b a corresponding
b ginnera to co icCrt playeja.
Having prepared the touch by means of this exercise, reading is very largely ah acqu
tent, a natur
Dr. Mason expects the practice to go on with arpeggios although, o
an d scales, both of which/Up treats in a manner highly
original. His system of metrical treatment, or accentu¬
To comprehend art as not a con
ation as it was fdrmerly" called, lias attracted general tis jal advantag*
> lnfruitfai
attention in Europe, anil some of the more prominent pathetic power which unites and b
teachers there, such as Raif, of Berlin, for.. instance, educate one’s own life to that lo
make quite extensive use of its principles. To describe before talent as aa ideal; to open
his rhythmic treatment of 'exerciaes^here would take bib artists to what they should and
too far, _ His idea is that all 8esl.es and arpeggios should opinion % the- noble ascendancy o
be practiced indifferent kinds of measure—whioh must ful Uf
e
iri
be invariably played as measure; that is, the accent
ct .enthusiasm for the beautiful
must be delivered with such-force that the hearer feds the to tffo good, that is the task whic
measure. The form iB played over and over until the ac- before him.— i tel.

intended to advance original ideas, but rather to em- count. Use the system of techn
phasize the advantage to teacher and pupil which will good. Mason’s Technics are h
result from a systematic and thorough study in this direc- accomplishing more in a giyen t
lo°*
c
u
■ LeUhe very first pieces be analyzed. Go right into
the
the details at the outset. Have a definite plan and pursue it without material deviation. Explain, in this order,
the motive, phrase, section, sentence, subject, theme,
part, division, form us^d, repetition, inversion, sequence,

Pfactice. When possib
and Practice Clavier. They we
pose of simplifying technical w
may be saved by their use.
“One of the greatest difficu
has to contend with is the tho

imitation, diminution, augmentation, and other features
met with. Choose for first pieces to analyze the easiest
ones obtainable for elementary pupils. Those containing two parts, or sentences, as Schumann’s Op. 68, No‘. 1
(Melody). Select several of this character until the pupil
can readily analyze at i sight. Then select Bhort pieces,
consisting of three sentences, or parts, such as Schumann’s Op. 98, No. 3 (“Humming Song”). Compare
the former selections with those of the latter, explaining
thoroughly the differences, giving particular attention to
the modulation in the Second, or middle part.
Show the pupil by numerous examples, particularly
of the dance forms, how much the song form is used in
musical composition. After the above examples are
quite well understood, then lead the pupil progressively
through a comprehensive course of rbndblettos, rondos,
sonatinas, sonatas, fughettas, fngues, etc., without cessation, while under your instruction. Be sure, in using
new music, or any music with which yon are not familiar,
that it is thoroughly looked over before appearing before
the pupil. It is a good plan, undoubtedly, to encourage
the pupil to form opinions and give decisions from a

the art is commonly studied. Yo
that music is to be produced so
to get them to use their brain
mucheffort.” A noted teacher
and every teacher will say th
trouble maybe imputed to lack
lice. Remember, the girl is ti
cally, when sh, begms her pra
interested in what she is doing
make ont a schedule of work
minutes for technic, so many fo
so many for the other work, he
est the pupil in using spare min
stance, ten minutes before bre
helps it to be learned sooner.
Don’t waste time on old-fashi
your pupils to the masters. I
that they constitute the bone
education, and yon can smuggle
great deal of theory. More mu
produced in this way. A lady wh
skill, but thorough knowledge

81Yln8 l accepmoie reason inereior. m many maue inai sonnu as u u meant
cases authorities differYis to minor piointB; in such cases how little time we have,,let ub t
the ■tmeher should be liberal to a degree consistent play a$ if it meant something
with respect to the varied opinions^of good authorities,
Regarding frequency of lesso
venturing, as a general thing, to express a preference, or class of pupils, my opinion is
,
r
...
.
...
, .
j .•
e
l
draw from thejmpil an expression of opinion
week is productive of most goo
Such, .then, is a brief outline of as good a plan as can-| book used at rite lesson for jot
be adopted for a start in this direction. Undoubtedly, I of infbrmation, and whatever is

Wm

Wm

. ....
‘

It is so in all art. Let six great painters paint a por- pieces in my “Introduction to Phrasin
trait or ilai dset pe. Ea< h • dll f ithfullj it-*-" > t ic ■ 3et enough along, still more difficult piece
each will be different. It is the portrait or the landscape be played in slow tempo ; meantime, t
plus the individuality of the artist. No two alike, yet
all faithful^all artistic. Six photographs would be two-finger exercise, not forgetting both
exafct reproductions and exactly alike. But they would methods of executing that foundation
,
,
,
Tf
be nature copied, while art is nature idealized. In the perhaps,
now and then, a scale. If
same manner a dead horse stuffed would be truer to . r . .
1
.
t <• -i
m last pieces only, you must not fail
nature ; but the sculptured horse would be truer art.
- . /
. - .
y
of one to practice at every les
This vitality which radiates influence is recognized in part
,-,
;
.
,
different moods.
when she comes to play, or when you
The various physical moods are forms of vital influ¬ over, her defects of understanding wi
ence, but on a lower plane, just as the eyes and nostrils
and other organs of sense serve on a physical plane, i one by one, and each is to be corrected
There are artistic moods, too, which are not allied to I surface. Thus, if ehe is to practice a
merely physical associations. On the contrary, the a day, about thirty minutes on Mason’
no
xalted re i n< u » as jociatt with b< 1
twenty on a Blow piece, or lyric Hell
pression. To illustrate: A little girl may softly check
my too noisy entrance into her , playroom and, with remainder upon a good finger piece, w
finger on lip and tip toe step, Bhe may bid me tread lively a rhythm as you please. In ord
softly, not to disturb her doll-baby, who. is sick and definitions, perhaps you can find som
sleeping. She is filled with the imaginary solicitude ol in which she can learn a half dozen d
motherhood tenderness. If the little girl’s real mother .
T
_
,
T j
.
were truly sick, all that fluent utterance, would be lesson. 1 confess that I do not know
changed—stricken with real grief, hardly a word would fully satisfactory to me. The definiti
articulate between her sobs. But who shall say that I have made quite a number of elem
her idealized grief is but an imitation of the real, or in my time, but the idea I once had of
that it is on a lower plane? Or who shall say that in a
higher plane of living the moAds are not less violent in which every term should be define
and more contained—in short, more like the doll real nature of the .inner something in
episode?
nified by it, I have not had time to c
Are we, as students, not prone to put off this idea of likely if I were to attempt to do so
art life too long, until it is too late to put it on? We ,
•. , - ,
,
‘ ... ,
.work at means to.acquire facility with the idea that with better than those who have tried it alr
The key to this general plan is, keep
facile technic comes forgetfulness of means, and with
that the road is clear for interpretation. The result the pupil while still steering her upon
often is that the road, even if cleared, is not traveled.
rational and'productive than the one
In other words, there is danger that in cultivating the ,
T
j
. „ .
letter alone you may starve the spirit, or may develop been traveling. In order to do this
-the -letter to a degree preventing its subordination-to the trouble if you take the utmost care th
spirit.
'
at least a part of her lesson of mate
i believe that the life should begin with the first lesson,
that the first do re mi: of the singer, or the'first-finger enjoy practicing, and that in 'Consider
exercise of the piano player, should come under the “®r own way a part ot the time, she
direction of the performer, if even in ever so small a your desires another part of the tim
degree, be under the performer's direction, to express, give her the new exercises orally, she
however crudely, his sense of welcome, congratulation,
encouragement, sympathy, command, -entreaty. It is how far they differ from those she ha
healthful life to strive to give out influence from the j you will have the farther advantage
Btart.
'
"
1 she does not know anything about 't

as the pupils told me, had used a pencil, beating on the
ivories of the keys—a fact which was verified and vividly
betokened by their condition. In directing a chorus I
always use a baton, and at intervals, when it is absolutely
necessaryprap on a book or the desk, but in giving a pri¬
vate lesson to a piano pupil I consider all such noises as
met Ij lsel f and so 1 '.s'lei
the >• no or sc i
other object, that I do not use them or tolerate them.
But now you say, “How can you learn to keep in time?”
I answer again, “ By the use of the metronome.” The
art of developing the sense of meter and rhythm—they
are not quite the same thing, though they are often
employed aa synonymous terms—the art, I say, of devel¬
oping time and its divisions is very important for all
music students, and especially for those who play an in¬
strument so many-voiced, so Complicated,■ and ranging
through so wide a gamut of speed, from grave to prestis¬
simo, from notes which take three or four seconds to
notes that go at the rate of twelve or fourteen in one sec¬
ond, it is eminently necessary that a very fine, sen¬
sitive, and perfect realization of time-proportion be se¬
cured. “Yes, but,” you say, “ the metronome makes me
nervous.” Jt is true the beating of an extra loud metro¬
nome in slightly disagreeable to the ear, but I think that
the nervousness arises from two causes—cither it is likely
to be a monitor and drill-sergeant, which shows you when
the time is bad and whips you into the regular line of
march, which is by no means pleasant to the whippee,
a higl
o bod
j which
condition I advise you to cease entirely from practice. .
The musician must be sensitive, but not nervous ;
must have nerves that vibrate easily and thrill, but not
nerves that are irritable. Instead of being disagreeable,
for my own part I find that the time symmetries of a
metronome are agreeable. Nevertheless, I do not allow
it to be used for more than a few minutes at & time, lest
the pupil get accustomed to tins audible crutch, and loss
the power of walking on his own feet. The purpose of
the metronome tb to set going a conscientious clock in
your own sknll.
But, again, you say : “ What Is the use of the bell?

The one ar.e a fiery, impetuous, sem
people,and as to the Gypsies, though
Hungary and Spain and England,
over the world as vagrant waifs,
they originated, though many suppo
remnants of the old Egyptian rac
Liszt’s “Hungarian Rhapsodies,”
the Hungarian people, and know s
turesque habits of the Gypsies. Th
garian rhapsody is, in brief, this:
introduction, in rubato time, then a
purely lyrical, but Bhort. After th
quicker tempo, bringing in some dain
melody, and generally at the top o
has a peculiar tinkling effect, like b
Later on there are short, fitful dig
melancholy and lyrical sadness, but
and closes with a vehement, furiou
either wild hilarity or a Bavage pass
and frequent changes from one key
rhythm to another, from one mel
caused some pedants of musical a
“medleys,” and to deny them th
compositions, but this is sheer nar
nonsense.
LiBzt selects usually two or thr
very captivating character and of a
are nearly always “people’s songs,”
and these themes are treated often w
especially as to the rhythm. They
tervals and are interwoven with in
this does not constitute an intelli
composition, what doeB, pray ? Yo
gariau rhapsody with abrupt chang
of emotions, from dreamy sadness
from frolicksome gayety to martial

Talent is something, but tact i
is power, tact is skill; talent kno
knows how to do it; talent is w
money. _ For all the practical purp
ries against talent—ten to one.

kindest spirit, and the pupil must feel that his teacher
is working for his improvement and not trying to make
him feel chagrined. Amiel says: “ At bottom every¬
thing depends upon the presence or absence of one
single element in the soul—hope. All the activity of
man. all his efforts, and all his enterprises presuppose a
hope in him of attaining an end. Once kill this hope
and his movements become senseless, spasmodic, and
convulsive, like those of some one Tailing from a height..
When a man loses faith in the efficacy of his efforts,
when he says to himself, 4 You are incapable of realizing
your ideal,’ happiness is a chimera, progress is an illu¬
sion, the passion for perfection is a snare 1 ”
. -'' ;t--

.A WORD ■ TO .TEACHERS.

firmness of will, and the studious
and upon the help given by par
and regular hours at the child’s m
teacher and parents have done a
harvest of success, the result lies
the pupil. He can meet and hon
his friends if he will, 44 It is the
against the stream.”

Take the best as your standard
If you can play better than some
that plays poorly, it is not for yo
playing better or that you did no
the pupil’s place to deserve approv
not suffer pity and contempt by its

nothing because others teach it,” but study
A BURNING QUES
methods for yourself and use those that prove to be the
The thorns in the flesh of the
beat. But this course requires study and constant selfimprovement. It is to be remembered, however, that sheet-music and music-book quest
to wish is fruitless, while to will brings success. Chan- tion books, worn and coverless, l
ning said : “ Self-culture begins in a deliberate and lated from use by a former genera
solemn resolution that we will make the most and the books, given when the instrumen
best of the powers which God has given us.” But no often these are useless reprints o
course of study will amount to anything that begjns at able method or hastily thrown
the top ; the foundations must he thoroughly laid, and that are still more worthless. In
if one becomes a fine teacher, he must know everything parents, deny themselves the
from the beginning up to his grade so completely well necessities, of life for the sake of
that he can explain clearly any subject that he has musical education. Many times i
studied. There are teachers who are not successful make the most interesting and b
because they have bat a smattering of.the rudiments and is often another class of parents th
theory of the first stages of a course in music. Yet they Kingsley’s saying to heart, “Noth
consider themselves fine musicians because they play than pennriousness.” These do n
difficult music and teach counterpointv and fugue. pnpil learns music, music must he
Ghanning further says: 44 The first grand condition of ment is ganged by interest; that
intellectual success is a willingness to .receive the truth, by the aid of novelty to a certa
no matter how it bears on one’s self.” A teacher can¬ pupil must have certain styles a
not spend time in a better way than in an occasional meet his own needs; that mus
review of the e&rly parts of musical theory, as found in years ago is rightly considered w
the best piano primers and elementary courses in har- •I spend tuition and time on poor m
mony. This is.true from the fact that we are apt to jI than would be a necessary amoun
forget the many steps that must be taken by the average I that the teacher knows best and
‘‘Teach

structure is called a section, the next larger the phrase, tory progress, so long as the teache
and a complete idea a period. The first agrees with the giving hi pupil urth instiuctibi
comma, the second to the semicolon, and the third to the arid others note progress made by s
pe iod
Every sel ic ion oi music wo: thy th - nape has cidedly bad policy, almost disastrous,
these ideas or periods well balanced, and they are made Remember the many hard, weary h
up in a multiplicity of ways. Sometimes we have sec¬ dry bnt necessary technical work to
tion one meat irt long, 10m times' ti ) or moi , o sven solid foundation for future usefulne
one-half or one-third of a measure in length. ;Now: course, those scholars who have pa
these ideas or parts of ideas are ifiade up of bits of price have perfect liberty to change
rhythm, and they mnst all be so constructed and balanced their whims may dictate, but such ch
that important things shall be made emphatic by the' >eral)y bring the good results anticipa
performer and Unimportant things non-emphatic. This -reverse. We do not complain of
is dealing, with th« rhythm f u> area Nov some • ill have paid our prices, for that is the
say: “ Oh I well, if your touch is good, if you attend class who have worked on one’s sym
carefully to the piano and forte passages,, it does not lence through friends, and thus obtai
matter very much about the rhythm.” I believe that o|t- under price or for nothing. After
times the rhythmical character of k composition is the' two, three, or four years, they gene
vital poipt. It will sound good or bad accordingly as it times ont of ten go without saying
is rendered rhythmically true 'or otherwise. Take away leaving a word of good-bye 1 Mos
rhythm and there is little left but sounds, and these have have more-talent than brains or m
no effect on the mind. It is by managing those sounds to you, expecting you will lift the
so that some appear quick, Borne slow, others broken of despond and put them on their f
or even,' that we make'a composition intelligible to-the
This is a true picture of a large m
listener. ing free instruction in any profess
' When pupils have learned to keep steady time they class of people are generally Belfish
are then ready to begin to play oat of time. A composi¬ ful, and show nothing but contempt
tion must first las understood in a rigid tempo, then it erosity baa furnished them a respec
must be made absolutely free. The pupil mast be taught thereby secured to them a good livi
to feel the elevating parts, also the depressing parts of
There are people who pride them
his composition. Then lie will soon learn to so regulate dealing, who mingle in the best e
the movement of each little phrase that there shall be a society, who often, from mistaken id
constant balancing of accounts, and a listener might it all, who try to. influence talente
say, “He plays with great expression.”
Imagine •the master who has brought It to lig
Heller’s Etudes, Op. 47, or Chopin’s Nocturnes played to go to some other master, in wh
in a rigidly strict tempo. The effect would be shocking. have a deeper interest.
Some compositions are thematical, others lyrical ia . This is wrong in theory and pra
character. With- the former a more strict compliance the one who is most deserving of th
with the regular recurring accent must be had. • Many tion of bringing out a good schola
pupilp can perform & thematical composition in a very sag who has had nothing to do wit
satisfactory manner, but, .alas, when they touch & lyric | could not, perhaps, bring up a scho
It, too, sounds like a machine.
tion to &'successful iiimi in public
¥*
•
- '/■
' '■ ;
_ 1
\ 4 '
,
'
'
.... v
• •
' 0'.' ’

best known musicians of the country.
than to confine the study to the stand
the Extension. In cases where individu
wide following do not care to have their id
the general average, we might have coll
tive courses in certain provinces, known
the teachers; as the “Sternberg Cours
Course,” “Cady Course,” etc.- Any on
candidate might take, without prejudice
ing in the Extension.
I take it that the ■ advantages of a sy
would, be so great tb many students that
sary to enlarge upon them here. I b
organization of this kind would exert a
influence pon the gt leral oar
f mus
supplying the average teacher exactly one
UNIVEBSITY EXTENSION, FOE THE SYSTEM¬ mentalities for which he has long bee
ATIC HOME-STUDY OF MUSIC.
namely, a grade list, or rather many grad
most desirable compositions of all the lead
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS.
The directions of the secretary for combi
At various times during the past few years I have been for practice, and the points covered in th
written to by correspondents of The Etude, asking me blanks for the examiners, would-all toge
whether it would not be possible to arrange something rially in clearing up ideas regarding
like a Chautauqua course in musical study, whereby those departments.
who happened not to be within reach of teachers, or for
Correspondence is invited. The fees a
any reason were so situated that they had no lessons, course would necessarily be rather great
could go on with their own studies in a systematic man¬ the Chautauqua, because here we have s
ner, and with the aid and inspiration of direction and examinations and much professional tim
Certification from musical sources so high in the profes¬ each case every year. I suppose that i
sion as to make them worth working for. Within the essary to make each examination cost ab
past few weeks I have nearly matured a plan in accord¬ dollars--since it is both examination a
ance with which I believe that this end may be accom- laying out of work being the point whe
:>lisl ed - -~'
’
'
,v -pensive time would be" bestowed" The
I propose something more thorough than the Chau- carefully with reference to patting into
tauqua readings, and I pro m music, rath than studying exactly th st t!
a wh « a good eaehe
about m sic. rhere art t erefore, tb e’two points to be sary to tell almost every pnpil to who
considered: (1) The preparation of courses*^ practice pieces, might coat five dollar^ per year
in which desirable works of each composer stand in printed in grades and by composers, an
progressive order of difficulty, marked off Into grades. ful in many other kinds of teaching. I h
Where the works of one composer are not sufficiently thoven amateur and a Chopin amateur, in
important to make an entire course, let several be grouped upon this plan for Several, years, and t

very well, and, indeed, I have noticed it done by persons
#ho assume to know a great deal about piano playing.
The pedal should be most judiciously and carefully used
in sonatas and all classic works by ancient composers ;
in fact, in,all works of a polyphonic character, for where
there are several melodies moving simultaneously to¬
gether, producing such great variety of melodic richness
and harmonic coloring, the artistic effect of the whole
will certainly be marred and perverted if'the pedal be
used, unless with extreme care, as in wide extensions
of chords or arpeggio. Effects charming and unique,
harmonically rich and varied, cab be produced by the
careful and artistic use of the pedals, as witness the per¬
formance of any artist.—From an Essay byW. 0. Forsyth.

III. HOW TO LEAEN A PIECE.
BY CHEVALIER DE KOSTSSI AND WILLI AM H. SHERWOOD.
•
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‘
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:
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Ques. 13.—Should he give his best endeavors to a
fit < qt alitj of at idy ar to its ai »oc t- in hours ev m if
t ie qua j suffers aomewht
•. fa i m an5 net on
exhaustion ?
___
Aks. 18.—Chevalier de, Kontski: “ An hour at a time
is ei uf i
It s the quality of he practice that make
the artist.”
Mr.
- >
tality, by a
ns!
should
certainly allow time lor. plenty of exercise and recrea
tion, and for the study of harmony, counterpoint, and
music., ten are and
mas ..
.
ian good con
certs as possible, ll should be mentioned that a good
general education is invaluable, and that the musician
should be well ■ read in standard literature, especially in
the finest poetry.”
Qqes; 14.—Is it absolutely necessary that the pupil’s
mind be fully absorbed and taken np with the best
possjble work on the piece before him, or may he allow
ilia thoughts to wander from the work in hand?
Ana. 14, —Chevalier Je Kontski: 1 Quality first. -But
to gel the best quality it is necessary to have variety, as
said above. I would suggest to the advanced student
the following: a piece by Beethoven and at the same
time a nqctnrne by Chopin, or a piece by Weber and
one of John Field’s nocturnen, or a scherzo of Chopin’s
and the andante from Weber’s Sonata in A. flat, or
Moonlight Sonata by Beethoven and the Turentella by
■Schumann, or Weber’s Sonata is 1 minor with; the
Polonaise in ,C sharp minor of Chopin, ar Mozart’s
Fantasia Sonata in C minor and the Bella Caprioccioao
by Hnmmel.”
Mr. Sherwood : 4 5 Quality is of thexitmoat importance,
and the quantity is but a secondary consideration.”
Ques.. 16.—How long should a piece be studied for its
bept performance, that is, to give,time for the piece to
work itself into one’s inner musical self?

feeling of the pnpil. The good te
to do this by numerous little irieth
to the individuality of tfie pupil.
Bingers are mechanical musicians
been taught too much mechanism
Care should be taken that the
smothered in the drudgery of fing
indispensable they may be in their
Another point to. be insisted o
must endeavor to always produce
sound, f or a mnsical sound may be
ally, while tone must be produced
sion, which muBt far overstep mech
The relation between teacher an
same as that between the doctor a
teacher should be the wise physicia
weakness, needs arid ailments of h
and put hit l on the right path
Do not imitate the singing or pla
Strive for as individuality tor your
Respect the teacher, who helps
mnch as your mechanical progress
' Cant and pretension in music are
poshed to the wall by the vigorous s
sense is making in the. Art. "We
talked arid mttpn to in bed id la
We demand plain Anglo-Saxon a
munication between musicians and
is nothing mysterious about mus
which ;ome p«ople briiig to if.
Yonng pianists and organists sho
tice of improvisation, T9 improv
the creative energies, arid by thi
owers of composition are awaken
ave slumbered through life.
Many a musician has found, to
best cure for his superfluous egotis
musicians who know more than him
'unbecoming parade of their knowl
Sympathy and deservedly bestow
'fie necessaries for the "proper'dev
sician’s art life. Without them his
apt o become stagnant
The musician should never perm
a recluse. He should move roun
and keep abreast uf tig every;day
The true musician shonld have c
his works. If he be a song writer he
within him at least the technical ab
genius, to compose an oratorio or
Such are the rapid otridgs that {c

§

Selected Studies.”

Price $1.00, postpaid.
give the complete Dictionary for
-—
The Etude.
Really goodand tuneful four-hand music of the easy
grades is hard to find. We have lobbed and played bver
TESTIMONIA
hundre<|sand hundreds of pieces in selecting those found

in Yol. II of “School of Four-hand Playing.” Every
«The Organ,” Landon’s met
piece is pleasing and serves a practical purpose, as well exceeds my highest expectation in
as being interesting. Teachers will find material in this attempt to describe my enthusia
book of great value for the cultivation of time, sightfriends, but I was excited to th
i gold mine
reading, taste, and Btyle. Price $h00, postpaid.

Teachers will be delighted with the sterling musical
Your latest publication, “ Mn
and useful technical qualities of the “ Course of Piano Succeed in It ” reached me, an
■
-n a
,n n, r,
m.
' with it, as it nils a very important

Teachers and Pupils will find a large list of mu¬
sical works offered as premiums, thus giving them an
opportunity of forming a musical library and at the same
time helping the cause of music by introducing The
Etude to musical people. -We recommend the follow¬
ing works aa being particularly desirable:—
MUSICAL LITERATURE PREMIUMS.
Music Life and How to Succeed in It, by Thomas
... Tapper. ... Given for four subscriptions. Price, post¬
paid, $1.60.
This book is selling rapidly andls most warmly com¬
mended by both professional and amateur musicians. A
good book for presentation to students or teachers.

Chats

with

Music Students,

by Thomas Tapper.

Given for four subscriptions. Price, post-paid, $1.60.
This bo i. has met with an extraordinary sale, and iB
nest pnpilB. It makes a de¬
sirable presentaticc hook for parents to give to their mu¬
sical children or for teachers t present to their pupils. <"
Mi
ose
by W. F. Ga^es. Given lor four
subscriptions. Price, post-paid, $1.60. •
This book presents the very best sayings on musical
topics; chosen
m the high*
rr-n’Hjs of authors; 170
authors, 600 quotations. Elegantly bound for a presen¬
tation book. Would be acceptable to any lover of mnsic.
It is desirable as a table ornament and especially for the
teacher's studio, where pupils and callers can take it up
and read while waiting.
Pianoforte Music, by John'C. Fillmore. Given for
four subscriptions. Price, post-paid, $1.60.
•* Interestingly written. A comprehensive outline • of
musical history in its relationLta the pianoforte, from the
beginning of the Christian, era to recent times; and it
also contains short biographies of the great masters,
with a critical estimate of their compositions. A standrnsd work in the leadin
ies. Valuable presentation book.

Lessonsin Musical History, by John C.

The Study of the Piano, by H

three subscriptions. • Price,, pq
This work is designed to accom
book, and takes the place of the pr
The book has 12? pages, and is w
Parents will do well in selecting th
to their musical children. Teache
ties. A few of the subjects treated
on Practice ; Necessity of Countin
On Reading Music; The Pedal; O
its, etc., etc.
*
Piano Teaching, by Felix le
three subscriptions. Price 76 c
This book is mpre for pupils t
though of interest to both. The b
tical helps and advice. A good pr
Palmer’s Piano Primer, by H

Fillmore.

■ Given for four subscriptions. Price, post-paid, $1.60.
. Written especially to interest pupils. It covers the
entire field of musical development, as oratorio, opera,
orchestra, piand, organ, etc. Makes a valuable book to
resent to a music pupil.
lueical Culture,, by Carl Merz. Given for five
1 subscriptions. Price, post-paid, $1.76.
. This is a delightful book, one that sets the reader to
thinking.- Especially desirable to teachers, pupils, and
amateurs who like to know the underlying principles and
reasons of what so stirs them when hearing music. Gopd
book to present to ministers and choir leaders &8 well as
to teachers, pupilB, and amateurs.
“

£

Given for four subscrip
post paid.
■ i
This book is intended for those w
struction from superior teachers a
musical centres. It gives help and
improvement. It is written in the
and was first published in the Lad
a serial. Elega- 'y bound for pre
vev.

able style for presentation.
Whys and Wherefores of
woodVtninq. Given for two
60 cts., post-paid.
.
' This book answers the question
coming to the mind of the inqui
time, fingering, ndiatfon, touch, e
ments, rhythm, etc., etc. A valua
tion to pnpils.
<•' •

Hew Pronouncing Pock
. of Musical Te

S«Q© TEEMS UlEJ

A new and greatly enlarged ed
Dictionary has recently been issued
ward of 2600 definitions, coverin
required by musical students and
be in the possession of every perso
7
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Address
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1704 C

SONATINA A
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m

BY THEO.

e . $1.00, Bound in

THE " OLD HOMESTEAD.”
.■ (March Brlllaats for Hass, by CABL SBAI318.)

This brilliant March is dedicated to Denman Thompson, and Is
played every-night by his orchestra in the Old Homestead play
With GREAT SUCCESS.

A NICE TEACHING PIECE.

Pf ice 40 eta.

Also send for the beautiful song. “ flock the Little Cradle.” This
song is used by the best of singers and leacbets. Price 40 eta. A
11 ei i tacoun to l cheis Send e 1 orders to

0, V7. LABS, Publisher, Gloucester, Mass.

RMilt STU 2 IE8,
From the Von BiilouT Edition.

Pm, © 1
•

11 iTi).

W-1 KEw L

B 0U • ID.

LIBERAL DEDUCTION TO'.THE PROFESSION. ^

~

their various subdivisions. No steps need be
he young teacher. Bead what Dr. William
profess! n, h s to say f the worl —
“Me E. M, Shoto t,
“Dear Sir:—I have received the copy o
Student’s Guide,’ and th^nk you for sending
with interest and regard it as a very useful
stantly before the pupil the true and fundam
which effective practice is based. Tbe various
in a systematic way, tending toward orderly a
The directions, which constantly remind the
necessity of deliberate and conscientious wo
seem almost superfluous, but the experience
recognize their importance and the urgency o
tion. It is the kind and quality pf practice w
as reasonably expect, by sowing* poor and im
good fruit, as through imperfect practice to g
eaulta in plan forte playing
“ Yours sincerely,

The Volume contains the choicest of the .Von Biilow
editions, which are published in sheet form, in four
boohs. This abridged edition can be used in moat eases Address
for the complete work. Only the most difficult and un¬
THEO.
important ones have been eliminated.
Address Publisher,

.
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■
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PRESSER,

,

1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

VOL. 81.
By W. S. B. MATHEWS.

"

PRACTICAL. AWP . ■gg.

Art of Pianofort

PRICE $1.50, NET.

CLARKE, JV

A collection of a higher grade of Piano Compositions.
AIbo containing an extensive treatise on expression,
Price $1.60, Postpa
which 5b as practical as it is valuable. The principles
given in the treatise are exemplified in a series of the
The design of the work is to fu
finest compositions of the greatest composers, including
selections from Bach, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schu¬ artistic school for beginners, embod
results of the best criticism. The ex
mann, Chopin, and Rnbinetein.
constructed with great care, and are
way that the difficulties that beset be
insensibly overcome. Not a page has
Br W. M. Tbblqib.
the purpose of making a book; no ot
GrsabtatBasieelSdidty of the Times,
@©141760. DUET, 01.00.
borrowed from; but every piece in
This great piece la played with
result of careful study of the requirem
lb dla and whips, (chorua ad lib.)
elementary school for the pianoforte.
Creates unbounded enthuslasm wherever played Just what
yon want.; wtm already Bold.
8end76o fortbooolo.or $1 for the
»pa< and we will send a pair o 1

.BUSI8 00., Mazda©, Mn-

Address Publisher,

THEODORE PRESSED,. .PH

HARRY CLYDE B

TENOR AMD'INSTR

BEAUTIFUL AM IBfSTRUCTiVE.

In Voice Culture and Artistic Singing
Methods.

Studio, 8 Euclid Ave.,

suet

-

CLE

Mr. Brooks is a pupil of Sig. Antonio San

By CAR]L MCERZ, BffUSo SR.

M. TT
LEIP8IO AND WEIMAR,

PRICE • $1.75;
CONTENTS.'

PQ^kC^BST,YfEElHJj,
-terms:-

.

860.00 for twenty one-honrlosBons. $30.(10 for

GeniuB, Success in Professional Life, Schopenhauer’s

37 Fort f venue, or Chickerlng’s, 152 T

Musical Philosophy, Music of Nature, Head and
Heart, Sanctity of Music, Church Music, Hints
to Pupils, Philosophy of the Beautiful,
Plea for Music, Value of Musical
Education, Memory, Woman in
Music, Harmony, Imagina¬
tion, Expression, Maxims.

W.
.

RHYS-HER

Has. Bae.; Gold Medal

Teaches Harmony, Coun

BY CORRESPOND
7

Puptla prepared for Musical Examinations.

Po
The work is alike indispensable to the teacher and pupil; To
both it offers valuable advice and encouragement. It contain:; over
200 pages and Is printed in most excellent style.
8r

ADDRE88. HAZLETO

MR. PERLEE V. J

- TEACHER OP PIA
f. 'J:
i fJ i
--

AMUSIMG AID IISTBUCTIVEn

STASOH’®

AMI>

573 Madison Ave., New York
1

141 Montague St., Brooklyn, J

A GAME E0E EYEBY MUSIC STUDEISTT.

ror seacners

iPBSBOE m> ©TS., iP@STIPA0©.

GEO. E. HOOT, President.
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by
any number of players. The object of the game is to

243 WABASH AVE.. C

Teachera_prepared
Teach
era, prepared in the following dep

impress on the mind of the players the important events
in
live of 48
8 composers
compose! aad
d musicians.
;
in the lives
.
Address Publisher,
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Chestnut
Street
Jiiesinu
W
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as set forth in The Normal Musical Handb
Boot’s New Course In Voice Culture and K

nrmjniVYDT?' ddtooud
1704

PHEDEB

Philadelnhla
l
ItJipnia,

Pa

r-i

Silver Lake Assemhly, Wyoming Co.,N.Y
Foi arculai giving MS parti: liars of
of Music, Languages, Oratory, etc.,also
Retreat
address
REV.
PLATT
Beti
> i
REA WARD
YABD PI
LT7 T,

FOR RAPIDLY GAI

j
:.

The inadequate remit® from techni

® -.the great barrier to a proper advancem

-M

Science, having investigated t

STUBEMT’S'TEGHNICON.

the reasons, of such uneconomical re

for developing and enlarging the technical dexterity of the hand.

Employed by eminent pianists in their teaching, and for their own per
sonal use.

Hundreds of teachers testify that it is invaluable to, both them

As this new method marks a most important reform in technical teach
t,
m
e
• e
in?, all piano players should make themselves acquainted with its principle

*« f.!UJUiUMJ

MAH OTACTUEKD M A 1.1

GBSASTOS and U
.

Packed to go by Express at purchaser’s charge

The following are now ready:--

;

. .

CHASE BROS. P

‘Factories: Brand Rapids and M
Send for Illustrated

• > PH BB S TO 1 OB ,C * P

I it elef mt >ori ait have g jn tfa< greatest satisfac
tion wherever introduced. The former price for these
was $4.50 each, without frame. Suitable for the moBt
elegant Studio, Music Room or Parlor.

Address THEO. PRESSES, PHILADELPHIA.

feature). Phrasing is successfully taught. The whys and
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects are fully illustrated.
'

&

IMPORTANT TO ORG

• h| le C

THEO. PRESSES, Publisher;
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, A

K MONTHLY MAGAZ
.

XOE

ORGANISTS AND ORGAN ST
AND

¥OL.

8f

HIS work is published by subscrip
ume is comply Cs in 12 Parts.
Professional and Amateur Orga

HOW Ti SUCCEED IN IT,

the country endorse it.

The success of the first volume has been un
annals of Org n Music in thi
>untry.
The muaic is selected from the most practica
sitions of the best German, French, American a
eto., etc.
We would like to Impress upon you the fact th
1st.—The music is edited In the moat carefu
attention given to the Phrasing, Pedal Marking,
2d.—The Music is printed from. Engraved Plates
3d.—No other work gives so much music for s
4 th.—None of Ike pieces an loo difficult for the Am
and the Professional Organist will find a large nu
which are only to be found at present in expensive e
Aud In addition there are eight pages of read
ing of articles on Organ Playing, Registration, C
mony, etc.; also descriptions of new Organs, B
Organists and Org n C mposors
Every topic will be discussed that will stimu
>pme u >f th« t
of Orj hi Playing
The OrganiBtfl’ Journal contains Twenty Pa

BY THOMAS TAPPER,

SW1SC RIPTIOH, $8 00 PEI
The first and second volumes are now compl
ume is in. course of publication, and will be
x sceipt of the iubseription.
Circulars and sample pages, giving full inform
free, on receipt of name and address.
• •
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1286 Third

J

the©. p§tE@@eits
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
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PIANOFORTE.
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Beethoven, L. Von.

Courses and Steps.
It exhibits a distinct mode and ord
The course is as clearly laid out as
of study.
Practice based upon understanding
to ends.
It permits the attention to be gi
practice, and not to the pages.
In schools, it will secure uniform
given.
. It furnishes* the bases for oral reci
60 tions, as in other subjects.
It is logical, systematic, thorough.
It is a book for use by schools, tea

Complete Sonatas. (Litolff
Eiition, No. 1980, a,b,c) Academical Edi¬
tion, with, critically revised Text, Fingering,
Marks of Expression, with Preface and Pre¬
paratory Remarks to each Sonata by H. Germer. 3 Volumes. Conceded by all to be the
best edition of these sonatas yet published.
Bach... 1 50

ORGAN.
Lott, Edwin M. Romance in Bb (Roff). ..
Salome, Th. A Set of Ten Original and Charac¬
teristic Pieces by the Celebrated French Com¬
poser. Now in press. To be issued about
March 15th.

PRICE $1.50. B

SPECIAL NOTIC

-TEACHERS’ FAVORITES.-■ ..

Notices for this column inserted at 8 cents
payable in advance.
Copy must be rece
previous month to insure publication in tho

100 Original Daily Exercises for the Pianoforte.
By EDMUND NEUPERT.

Op.

57.

P

IANO FOR SALE.—A first-clas
will be sold at a great sacrifice

Pbice 75 CT8.

24 Short Melodious Studies for the Pianoforte.
By A. D. TURNER.
Pbice,

-

-

M

Op. 30.

USIC Ruling Staff, 6 line pe
music writing pens, sent ou r
P. N. or Stamps. C. Bensinger &
corner Broadway, New York City.

Vt. 1, 81.50; Pt. 2, 81.25.

30 Easy and Melodious Studies for the Pianoforte.
By HENRY MAYLATH. Op. 163.

In two books.

F

Pbice 81.25 each book.

OR SALE.—A well paying and
of Music, having hundreds o
Th© Seal© Practice for Simmersincreasing yearly, but wealthy own
By GOTTLIEB FEDERLEIN.
! An ho rable post and a 1 ry rem
A collection of fifty different forms of scales, with a simple piano
for a musician. Mode of payme
accompaniment for transposition in different keys.
cash, and the remainder in five
Pkicis 81.50.
I For obvious reasons the name of
©TTCTIDIjE© OF VOCAL CADENZAS.
made known only to responsible pa
By Gottlieb Federlein.
; guarantees of secrecy whatever be
rty cadenzas presen 1 • systematic
der, with t m fot x 1 th
negotiations. Address by mail, “ W
mical divisions, proper phrasing, and artistic shading.
of this Paper.
Pbice 81.25.
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Complete Catalogues and Schmidt’s Plano Teachers’
Wm%u l .
- fret upon appl option,

if SF TIE ME PIECES SENT FIB EMIT® IF DESIRED.
Mall Orders solicited and promptly filled
to all parts of the Country.
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OUSEKEEPERS will be intere
ment of Baker & Co., as found

USIC TEACHERS will be in
nouncement of the Virgil Pr
j ai y, whi fa is to be ft anf in 0 ir s i
especially i
fact hat the grea
ii < ors b ti
valual Is invents n.

